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Abstract
In recent years, odd-making systems, from automated bookmakers and computer casino software to sophisticated market-research tools for betting and
investment, have increasingly sought to capture the most accurate spread of
outcome probabilities, and so betting odds have been increasingly dominated
by algorithms for generating the spread (Spann & Skiera, 2009). This study
analyzes NBA betting spreads and odds in the 2016-2017 season to investigate
the degree to which these odds have succeeded in capturing the spread of the
game in real-life. In this paper, models are developed by the method of multiple linear regression to predict the results of the game based on the team’s
past performance. The model can help bookmakers optimize their algorithms.
By reading this paper can also help the normal players with weak statistical
base understand how the game works.
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1. Introduction
Sports betting has exploded over the last few years (Humphreys, Paul, & Weinbach, 2013), with the total market value of this complex enterprise peaking at
over $85 billion in 2019 and projected to exceed $100 billion by 2022. However,
the most challenging aspect about betting is the perennial question: how do bettors win against the house? Bettors look at spreadsheets, forms of the
teams/players, and other types of information to predict the outcome of the
game but are left with the dilemma of how to best make a rational decision on
which strategy to employ and to the extent to which each is best supported by
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information available to maximize their chances of winning (Golec & Tamarkin ,
1995).
The purpose of this paper is to identify a possible research model for predicting potential outcomes of a sport game based on past odds proposed by sports
handicappers and the true spread of the game. The model incorporates the linear
regression process used to establish a model prediction based upon historical
odds and the distribution of possible wins and losses. The dataset used in this
study consists of all games in the NBA 2016-2017 season with respective odds
and spread for each game as well as the odds distributions of the teams competing during the season.

2. Research Method
We are building on all the NBA games data of a certain season to mainly compare the strength of each team, make some prediction and demonstrate the accuracy of prediction.
The tools we are using are R language, matrix, modeling by using multiple linear regression, and so on. Firstly, we import the data from a website and delete
useless part of it to make the data clear and available for next research. Then we
applied dummy variables, which can show the two sides in matrixes clearly. By
applying multiple linear regression models in R language, we can transform the
team strength of the team into intuitive numbers, which will be more readable.
As we expect, we can put the data in a regression model, the larger coefficients
mean greater team strength. We analyze the factors which have influence on
games’ total scores and difference scores. Finally, we draw a conclusion.

yi = β 0 + β1 xi1 + β 2 xi 2 +  + β p xip + λ

3. The Data
The original dataset is taken from Gold sheet, the most famous handicapping
resource for sport events in the United States. The NBA 2016-2017 odds and
spreads dataset provides a wealth of information about win-loss records of NBA
teams, including the historical performances and odds of all teams.
The dataset is organized by the alphabet order of each team with their full
records and statistics. However, the organization of this dataset is not as straight
forward as may be expected because each team played a different number of
games in each year. The cleaning process starts with the removal of special characters and the identification of the data (Bhandari, Colet, Parker, et al., 1997).
The results of this process are used to create a new dataset of NBA teams with
distinct columns that define different attributes of the teams. Furthermore, the
data cleaning step also separates meaningful information within one column.
The most significant characteristic of the dataset is the comprehensive amount
of information found therein, from the proposed odds to actual game score and
Over/Under odds. The dataset also details the spatial layout of the teams.
After the dataset has been well-validated and thoroughly cleaned, the next step
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is to create a data frame to explore statistical significance and then to build a statistical model to test the model. Every game appears twice in this data set, however, these are not independent rows, and we eliminate the duplicates by removing negative score differences (De Jonge & Van Der Loo, 2013; Miljković,
Gajić, Kovačević, & Konjović, 2010).
Take a look of the first rows, we know that the dataset contain the informations
of the games in the 2016-17 season such like date, team 1 and team 2, results,
pointspread scores of the teams, score difference, site and overunder (See Figure
1).
We notice that in this dataset, this gives us the “symmetry” between score 1
and score 2. However, these are not independent rows, and before we model, we
are going to remove the duplicates.
Because score difference comes from the difference between team 1 and team
2, so we keep the positive ones so that we can remove the duplicates by filter the
negative score difference, which should be 1309 rows.

4. Explorations and Analysis
4.1. Model 1
There are two different ways to measure how the odds by sportsbook align with
the actual scores of the game: the first way is to compare Over/Under points
against sportsbook odds and the second way is to compare the game score (or
points spread) with sportsbook spread (odds). The two different ways make a
comparison of betting odds with the actual score of the game.
We can model the total points based on team strengths (Manner, 2016). For
example, if two “strong” teams play, both scores will be high, and the total will
be higher, probably similar to the Over/under that is available prior to the start
of the game. Then Now, we would like to model “team strength” with one coefficient per team, that could be used to predict future Over/Under values for
games that have not yet been played. We can build a matrix for all 30 team, and
use dummy variables then write a loop so that we can fill all games in that matrix.
We have the linear regression model:
Yi = β 0 + β1 X 1 + β 2 X 2 +  + β30 X 30 + i

In which

X 1 , X 2 , , and X 30

are dummy variables on 30 teams.

Figure 1. Preview of the games (first six rows).
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In the multiple regression model above, we ignore other non-dichotomous
quantitative variables and another dichotomous quantitative variable which is
home field advantage to estimate regression coefficients and to avoid the problems that this model would lead to (Roesser, 1975). For instance, if the home
field advantage is to be used for an analysis of the relative performance of clubs,
a different type of covariate would be required to account for the impact of
home field advantage. Moreover, head-to-head performance differences at all
levels of a competition would tend to further complicate the interpretation of the
results, and would be difficult to adjust for, as the head-to-head comparisons
would tend to provide incomplete answers to many of the questions that we
want to determine. In fact, head-to-head performance differences arise due to
interaction of variables, and it is conceivable that some of these could be eliminated through a more systematic test of potential statistical interactions between
teams First we extract the total score from Over/Under.
Figure 2 shows the difference between the predicted value of total scores of 2
teams before the games and actual value of total scores of 2 teams. According to
Figure 2, the range of actual score totals is wider than pre-game Over/Unders’.
And the point approximation is symmetrical by y = X-ray, which is proved that
the prediction is largely accurate.
Now build a matrix for all 30 teams, then use dummy variables. Then write a
loop so that we can fill all the games in that matrix (Nasseri, Sohrabi, & Ardil,
2008).
Figure 3 contains information about all 1309 games in that season. For example, on the first line, the value of “ATLANTA” and “LA LAKERS” is 1, which
represents two teams of the first game.
Figure 4 shows that the coefficients of different teams from NBA are in the
range of 90 - 120, and most of teams’ coefficients are near 105. HOUSTON,
DENVER are the strongest teams in that season and DALAS, UTAH are the
weakest teams in that season by virtue of coefficients.

Figure 2. Scatter chart of pre-game Over/Under and actual score totals.
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Figure 3. Part of the matrix 1 for model 1.

Figure 4. Distribution of value of coefficients of each teams.

The plot above shows the strength of each team in the NBA in the 2016-2017
season according to the number of points they scored. Indeed, when incorporating those coefficients into the model, we would get a partial picture of the
strength of each NBA team. Using L.A. Lakers as the focal point, we want to
compare the actual spread and the odds proposed by Vegas sportsbook.

4.2. Model 2
Now we are considering the model base on the difference between two teams.
Since we filter the data set by keeping the games who have positive difference in
score, then the actual difference should be all greater than 0, and if the point
spreads meet the true results, then most of point spreads should be greater than 0.
Figure 5 shows that the actual score difference is in range of 0 - 50 (because
the points which value of actual score difference is negative have been deleted
all), and the value of difference from prediction is in range of (-20)-25. If the deleted data are involved in the scatter chart, the distribution of these remaining
points and existing points are symmetry at the center of (0, 0).
Since we are interested in the points spread instead of Over/Under, if we were
to select two different teams to compare, the coefficient of one team must be
negative. Remember in the Over/Under linear regression model, there is no need
to flip the sign of the coefficient of one team because we are interested in the total points of two teams. Simply choose L.A. Lakers as the primary predictor, we
DOI: 10.4236/jss.2021.92013
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want to be able to show statistically that the point spreads of the Lakers in the
2016-2017 season compared to other teams. There are 3 different conditions of
this model. LA. Lakers can be either team 1, team 2 or didn’t take part in the
game.
LA. Lakers is team 1:
− βi

LA. Lakers is team 2:
+ βi

Lakers didn’t take part in the game:

( β team1 − βlakers ) − ( β team2 − βlakers )
Remember the coefficients mean the strength difference between the team and
Lakers.
For example: if the first team is 2 units better than Lakers and the other is 1
unit better, then we have 2 − 1 = 1, that is: the first team is 1 unit better than the
second, which meets what we expected.
We create another matrix in which L.A. Lakers is the selected team and compare its strength to the league then compare the predict score with the actual
score.
Figure 6 “+1” represent team1 and “−1” represent team 2.
Figure 7 shows the coefficients we got from model 2, for example, the coefficients for Houston is 12, which means it is 12 units better than Lakers.
Figure 8 shows that using past data and historical odds, the multiple linear
regression model 1 can predict accurately up to 85% of the handicap odds of the
game, and model 2 can predict 75%. The multiple linear regression models are
able to predict and take a correct bet on the final score, score difference and even
the game outcome (Muske & Rawlings, 1993).

Figure 5. Scatter chart of pre-game difference and actual score difference.
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Figure 6. Part of the matrix 2 for model 2.

Figure 7. Team strength compared with LA. Lakers.

Figure 8. Compared predicted score with actual score.

5. Conclusion
The prediction algorithm can be improved by incorporating home field advantage, and other important factors on player performance ensure a more reliable
and accurate prediction, for example, including three-point shooting percentage,
the number of rebounds, and more detailed offensive or defensive data and
finding coefficients for how each variable that affects the result. We can even
collect the individual players’ data so that when there are personnel adjustments
between teams, we can get a new model of team strength. Furthermore, a
head-to-head analysis would provide insight into the interactions among different factors affecting performance and what would be the best way to combine
different variables into the predictive power of the predictive algorithm. For
example, while Houston Rockets players score more points than the other teams,
their small-ball style of play generates a high percentage of turnovers, which can
also lead to low quality offensive performance against teams with stellar defenses
such as the Spurs. These observations motivated us to study different ways of
predicting team strengths by combining these different elements of the team and
individuals’ performances. Moreover, another method of analyzing the game of
basketball in aggregate is to look at the designated odds and the corresponding
probability of different teams’ matches. However, this method is often hampered
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by the complex structure of the game and players’ tendencies and strategies.
For R code regarding to this project, see Appendix I.
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Appendix I: R code
x <-gsub("&#160;", "", x, fixed =TRUE)
x <-gsub("</span>", ",", x, fixed =TRUE)
x <-gsub("<[^<>]*>", "", x)
head(x)
## [1] "" ""

"" "" "" "p"

x <-x[21:2758]
length(x)
surlines<-grep("SUR", x)
head(surlines)
team_0<-x[surlines-1]
length(team_0)
head(team_0)
i <-c(1:30)
races <-surlines[i+1]-surlines[i]-4
races <-c(races, 2738-surlines[30])
races <-races[!is.na(races)]
races
races<-as.integer(races)
length(races)
head(races)
y <-strsplit(x, ",")
table(sapply(y, length))
length(y)
head(y)
z <-y[sapply(y, length)==7]
zz<-matrix(unlist(z), ncol=7, byrow=TRUE)
length(z)
head(zz)
team2 <-zz[, 2]
team2 <-toupper(team2)
head(team2)
team2[team2=="LA LAKER"] <- "LA LAKERS"
head(team2)
team1 <-team_0
temp <-cbind(sort(unique(team1)), sort(unique(team2)))
team1 <-sort(temp[, 2])
team1 <-(rep(team1, times = races))
length(team1)
dates<-zz[, 1]
head(date)
results <-zz[, 3]
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results[grep("W", results)]<-"W"
results[grep("L", results)]<-"L"
head(results)
ps<-gsub("'", ".5", zz[,4])
ps<-gsub("P", 0, ps)
scores <-strsplit(zz[,5], "-")
table(sapply(scores, length))
scores<-matrix(as.numeric(unlist(scores)), ncol=2, byrow=TRU
E)
head(scores)
dim(scores)
score1 <-scores[, 1]
score2 <-scores[, 2]
diff=score2-score1
site <-zz[, 6]
site[grep("H", site)]<-"H"
site[grep("V", site)]<-"V"
length(site)
head(site)
overunder<-zz[, 7]
length(overunder)
head(overunder)
xx <-data.frame(dates,
team1,
team2,
results,
pointspread=as.numeric(ps),
score1,
score2,
diff,
site,
overunder,
stringsAsFactors =FALSE)
head(xx)
x <-subset(xx, diff>0)
sort(unique(x$overunder))
x$overunder<-as.numeric(gsub("O|U|N|WE", "", x$overunder))
sort(unique(x$overunder))
x$overunder[x$overunder<100] <-x$overunder[x$overunder<100]
*10
sort(unique(x$overunder))
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mm1 <-matrix(0, nrow =nrow(x), ncol =30)
colnames(mm1) <-sort(unique(c(x$team1, x$team2)))
for (i in1:1309) {
a <-x$team1[i]
b <-x$team2[i]
mm1[i, a] <-1
mm1[i, b] <-1
}
x$total<-x$score1 +x$score2
lm.nba1 <-lm(x$total~-1+., data=as.data.frame(mm1))
sort(coef(lm.nba1), decreasing =TRUE)
mm2 <-matrix(0, nrow =nrow(x), ncol =30)
colnames(mm2) <-sort(unique(c(x$team1, x$team2)))
for (i in1:1309) {
a <-x$team1[i]
b <-x$team2[i]
mm2[i, a] <-1
mm2[i, b] <--1
}
which(colnames(mm2) == "LA LAKERS")
## [1] 14
mm2 <-mm2[,-which(colnames(mm2) == "LA LAKERS")]
lm.nba2 <-lm(x$diff~-1+. , data=as.data.frame(mm2))
sort(c(-coef(lm.nba2), 'LA LAKERS' =0), decreasing =TRUE)
actuals_preds1 <-data.frame(cbind(x$overunder, predict(lm.nb
a1)))
correlation_accuracy1 <-cor(actuals_preds1)
correlation_accuracy1
actuals_preds2 <-data.frame(cbind(x$pointspread, predict(lm.
nba2)))
correlation_accuracy2 <-cor(actuals_preds2)
correlation_accuracy2
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